During the next two years (1936) (1937) (1938) , he revealed himself as a persistent and gifted tinkerer. Apparently driven by a pure inventor's instinct, he cobbled together a first calculator, still working on strictly mechanical principles, in a comer of his parents' Berlin home. Not without pride he dubbed that machine the Zl. It was his experimental model. Soon thereafter, also in 1938, a successor was built, or, rather, part of the ZI was cannibalized to provide a store for the Z2, whose arithmetic engine already comprised electro-magnetic relays.
Mter a short interruption, due to the war, the Z3 engine saw the light in 1941. It was the first computer in the world to operate satisfactorily. (The one and only copy was destroyed by bombing in 1943; a historically faithful copy is now in the Deutsches Museum, Munich.) Industrial activities, meanwhile, were not lacking. The Z3 was extended to serve not only as a built-in measuring device, but also, at this early stage, assumed control of processes, another first.
In retrospect, the importance of the Z3 was recognized far too late. This was possibly due to an unwillingness of the Americans and British to recognize the validity of a German effort in the field, possibly also because the effort of thousands on the Anglo-Saxon side necessarily swamped the one or twoman exertions of Zuse. programs. The last part of his projected thesis devotes no fewer than 40 pages to formulating programmable chess.
Zuse was far from an expert in chess, nor did he have anyone to discuss the game with. As a consequence, he failed in details of some programming points and it would appear that he misconceived the rule about en passant capture. In our view, these flaws in no way detract from the merit of the idea to develop a special language, Plankalkul, enabling complex logical problems to be treated Zuse in fact has been the first to have recorded his computer-chess programs on paper, though it was a long time before they had actually been published. After the war, Germany's defeat isolated this researcher; his ideas about programming languages, notably Plankalkiil, soon failed to find resonance with the committee charged with developing a competing language, which resulted in ALGOL 60.
Thus, Plankalkiil was relegated to obscurity, which must have added to Zuse's frustration.
It is obvious, that Zuse failed to conform to the normal academic pattern; to compensate, he held no fewer than five Honorary degrees in some of the most reputable Universities of Europe, ranging from Gottingen to Reykjavik. It is not this quintuple academic crown which singles out Konrad Zuse to the ICCA community. It is, rather, the almost miraculous concurrence of inventing a language capable of dealing with a field as complex as chess and actually applying the language and his personal inventivity to chess by machine, a concept so novel at the time that the majority of self-styled experts would have laughed it down. This remains Zuse's imperishable merit.
